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© Memory device and seriai-parallel data transform circuit

© In DRAM, a part of data in a row are rewritten at

high speed. The memory device comprises dynamic

type cell blocks (11); sense amplifiers (3} for sensing

data of the cell blocks (11); latches (2) for storing

data: data transfer gates for transferring data be-

tween the sense amplifiers (3) and the latches(2);

and byte write mask circuit blocks (1) for controlling

only the data transfer gates corresponding to only

the latches (2) in which data have been written, to

transfer data to the sense amplifiers (3). The byte

write mask circuit block (1) opens only the transfer

gates corresponding to the latches (2) to which data

are written and further transfer data from the latches

(2) to the sense amplifiers (3). Therefore, when data

are required to be written in the cell blocks 1 1 . since

only the necessary data are written in the latches

(2), it is possible to eliminate wasteful data write to

the latches (2), thus enabling a high speed data

transfer to the cell blocks (11).
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FIELD QF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to a memory
device and a serial-parallel data transforming cir-

cuit, and more specifically to the memory device 5

and the serial-parallel data transforming circuit

which can write data in cells at high speed m a

DRAM, m particular.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION to

As is well known, when cell data are accessed

in the DRAM, since small charge information stored

in the cells must be sensed and further amplified, it

takes a long time for accessing the cell data. In this is

case, the sensing operation must be executed for

all the cells belonging to" selected word lines, that

is. selected rows in a cell array.

By the utilization of the sensing operation, a

page mode is well known in which the cells belong- 20

ing to the same row are accessed at high speed. In

this page mode, bit lines and sense amplifiers

connected to a number of cells are rewritten com-

pulsorily. Therefore, there inevitably exists a speed
limit in the write cycle in this page mode. 2s

To overcome this problem, there has been

known a method of executing the page mode with-

out directly transfer data to and from the bit lines

(as disclosed in Japanese Published Unexamined
(Kokai) Patent Application No. 60-7690. or U.S. 30

Patent No. 4.608.666). In this method, a row of

SRAM cells is arranged along the rows of the

DRAM cell array, and data are transferred between
the DRAM and an external circuit through the

SRAM cells. In this method, since the sense opera- 35

tion and the bit lipe capacitance of the DRAM cells

can be separated from the external data transfer

due to the presence of the SRAM cells, it is possi-

ble to obtain a high speed access determined by
the access cycle to the SRAM. ^

In the above-mentioned method of accessing
the DRAM via the SRAM, however, data transfer is

executed between the SRAM and the DRAM in unit

of row. some restriction conditions arises in the

SRAM cells. In more detail, since the contents of 45

the SRAM cells in which data are not written are

undefined, when data are written in a part of the

SRAM cells and further the written data are trans-

ferred to the ORAM cells, undefined data are writ-

ten in the DRAM cells corresponding to the SRAM 50

cells to which data are not written, with the result

that the data so far stored in the ORAM cells are

destroyed. To solve this problem, it is necessary to

write data in all the SRAM cells or to transfer the

contents of the DRAM cells (to which data are to 55

be transferred) to the SRAM cells previously, be-

fore a part of the DRAM cell contents are rewritten.

The problem involved in the prior art memory
device will be described in further detail herein-

below.

In the memory device for accessing a ORAM
via a SRAM, to rewrite one row of the DRAM, data

of the SRAM are transferred in parallel, and data in

one row of the DRAM are rewritten. In this case,

where all bit data of the SRAM have been written

immediately before data transfer, one row data of

the ORAM are replaced with the SRAM data due to

parallel transfer. However, in order to rewrite a part

of the data, in a row of the ORAM, when data are

written in a part of bits of the SRAM and data are

.not written in other remaining bits of the SRAM, the

bit data not written in the SRAM are not decided

(either of H or L). Under these conditions, when the

data are transferred from the SRAM to the DRAM
as described above, data of "1" or "0** can be

written correctly from the data-written bits to the

corresponding bits of the DRAM for data rewrite.

However, the undecided data are written from the

data-undecided bits to the corresponding bits of

the DRAM. Therefore, a part of data not required to

be rewritten in the DRAM are written as undecided

data, thus data being destroyed.

To prevent the above-mentioned problem,

there are two methods as described above. One
method is as follows: even when a part of bits in a

row of the DRAM are required to be rewritten, all

the bits of the SRAM are previously written, and all

the bits of the SRAM are transferred to one row of

the DRAM. The other method is as follows; as with

the case of the ordinary DRAM provided with the

SRAM, all the data in a row of the ORAM are

transferred to the SRAM, and only a part of the bits

already transferred to the SRAM are written, with-

out writing remaining bits (left as they are). In this

case, when data are transferred from the SRAM to

the row of the DRAM, the rewritten data in the

SRAM are transferred to the corresponding bits of

the DRAM for data rewrite. The other bits of the

ORAM are restored to the original data of their

own. In the above-mentioned two prior art methods,
however, in spite of the fact that only a part of bits

in a row of the DRAM are rewritten, there exists

such a problem in that it takes a long time.

As described above, in the conventional mem-
ory device, an additional time is required to transfer

data from the DRAM cells to the SRAM cells. In

addition, since another time required to write data

in all the SRAM cells cannot be disregarded and
4

therefore not negligible, some problems arise in r-4

that the effect of the high cycle operation is re-

duced and further a ia rce limitation exists in use of

the above-mentionen mathcd..

2 GSI011577
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SUMMARY OF TtjE INVENTION

With these problems m mind, therefore, a is

the object of the present invention to provide a

memory device of high speed access, by which

data can be transferred from the SRAM to the

DRAM after data have been written m a part of the

columns in a row of the SRAM, when data are

rewritten in a part of the row or when data are

written at only a part of the column addresses,

without any special considerations for use, in such

a memory device that the sensing operation related

to the DRAM row access and the column access

operation can be executed separately.

To achieve the above-mentioned object, the

present invention provides a memory device com-

prising: at least one memory block having a plural-

ity of memory cells arranged into roughly a matrix

pattern, a column group being formed by a pre-

determined number of columns; a plurality of sense

amplifiers each provided for each of the columns: a

plurality of latches each provided for each of said

sense amplifiers, data being transferred between

each of said latches and corresponding each of

said sense amplifiers, a latch group being formed

by a predetermined number of said latches, the

latch group corresponding one-to-one to the col-

umn group; a column decoder for outputting a

column group select signal to select a predeter-

mined number of the latch groups, external data

being written only in the selected latch groups; and

a plurality of write mask circuits each for storing

the latch groups in which data have been written

and for enabling data written m the selected latch

groups to be transferred to said corresponding

sense amplifiers.

Further, the present invention provides a serial-

parallel data transforming circuit, comprising: serial

data inputting means for receiving external serial

data;latching means having a plurality of latches for

latching each of the serial data, a predetermined

number of said latches constituting a plurality of

latch groups, respectively for outputting data

latched by a plurality of said latches as parallel

data therefrom; a plurality of data transfer gates

each provided at an output terminal of each of said

latches; and transfer masking means for selecting

any of said latch groups, writing the serial data in

the latches of the selected latch group, and turning

on said data transfer gates corresponding to the

latch group in which data have been written to

output the parallel data there-from while keeping

closed said data transfer gates corresponding to

the latch n,roup in which data hnvo boon not writ-

ten.

In the memory device according to the present

invention, the control means opens only the data

transfer means corresponding to the latch circuits

to which data have been written, so that data can

be transferred from the latch circuits to the sense

amplifiers. Therefore, only the necessary data are

latched by the latch circuits, so that it is possible to

5 eliminate wasteful data write to the latch circuits,

thus realizing a high speed data transfer.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

io Fig. 1 is a schematic block diagram showing an

embodiment of the memory device according to

the present invention;

Fig. 1A is a part of more practical circuit shown

in Fig. 1;

/s Fig. 2 is a detailed circuit diagram showing the

essential portion related to data transfer opera-

tion in Fig. 1; .
'

' y
Fig. 2A is a detailed block diagram showing the

even ordinal number column blocks;

20 Fig. 2B is a detailed block diagram showing the

odd ordinal number column blocks;

Fig. 2C is a flowchart showing a data rewrite

procedure according to the present invention;

Fig. 2D is a timing chart showing the operation

25 of the data rewrite procedure shown in -Fig. 2C;

Fig. 3 is a practical circuit diagram showing the

byte write mask circuit block 1 shown in Figs. 1

and 2; and -

Fig. 4 is a practical circuit diagram showing the

30 byte pair read decoder 8 shown in Fig. 1

.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODI-
MENTS

35 The embodiment of the memory device ac-

cording to the present invention will be described

hereinbelow with reference to the attached draw-

ings.

Ftg. 1 is a schematic block diagram showing

40 an embodiment of the memory device according to

the present invention, in which the circuit configura-

tion related to only the row direction access is

shown. In Fig. t, two 256-Kbtt cell blocks 11 are

shown as a part of a memory cell array. Further,

4s each cell block 11 is composed of 256 row x 1024

columns. '
'

1
-

On both sides of each cell block 11, 512-

column sense amplifiers 3 are arranged. Further,

on both sides of each ceil block 11, latches (SRAM

so cells) 2 directly accessible from the outside (whose

number is equal to the sense amplifiers 3): are

arranged. These latches 2 are so constructed as~ to

be accessible for each 8 bits simultaneously, that

is. in unit o( byto.

55 As the byte data transfer path, byte data lines

4 are arranged in the vicinity of the latches 2.

respectively. Further, a byte write mask circuit

block I \s provided for each latch 2, to enable data

3 GSI011578
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transfer between the latches 2 and the correspond-

ing sense amplifiers 3. only when byte data are

written from a byte data line 4 to the latches 2.

Between the two cell blocks 1 J of 256 Kbits,

column decoders 9 are provided for selecting the

latches 2 in unit of byte. The column decoders 9

are used in common for both side cell blocks 1 t so

as to activate only one of the cell blocks 1 1 in

divisional operation.

The latches 2 are arranged on both sides of

each cell block 11. Further, on both sides of the

latches 2. a byte pair read decoders 8 is arranged,

respectively. The byte pair decoder 8 decides

whether the both-side latches 2 are selected as a

pair or on\y the one-side latches 2 are selected as

a single. When the one-side latches 2 are selected,

the numbers of the column decoders 9 correspond-

ing to the latches 2 are n-l, n, n + l, ... On the

basis of the numbers of the column decoders 9.

the selection conditions are determined. For in-

stance, m the case of n-l, the latches 2 arranged

on the side opposite to the column decoders 9 are

selected; in the case of n. the latches 2 arranged

on the same side of the column decoders 9 are

selected; and so on.

Fig. 2 shows a practical circuit related to the

essential portion of the data transfer in Fig. 1. in

which there are shown the sense amplifiers 3, the

latches 2. the byte data lines 4. the byte write

masks circuit block 1. and control signals all ar-

ranged on one side {the right side in Fig. 1) of the

cell block 11.

The 8 sense amplifiers 3(0) to 3(7) provided on

one side of the cell block 1 1 are connected to the

8 latches 2(0} to 2(7) via 8 switching transistors T.

respectively. On the other hand, a byte transfer

signal BX applied to the gates of the switching

transistors T is formed by the byte write mask

circuit block t. When this byte transfer signal BX
changes to an H level in transfer, data can be

mitten selectively for each byte in the latches 2.

The 8 latches 2 for constituting one byte are

connected to the 8-pair byte data lines 4(00), 4(01)

to 4(70), 4(71) via gates G. respectively. Further,

data are transferred simultaneously to the latches 2

corresponding to the byte to which the select sig-

nals CSL of the selected column decoders 9

change to the H level.

When the select signal CSL changes to the H
level, the byte write mask circuit block 1 stores this

H level. After that, when a word transfer signal /WX
changes to the L level, the byte transfer signal BX
is set to the H level, so that the data already written

in the latches 2 are transferred to the sense am-

plifiers 3. respectively.

A signal read byte RB is used to read data

from any bytes in data read, irrespective of the

select signal CSL. In other words, when the signal

read byte RB is set to the L level, the byte transfer

signal 8X »s set to the H level, to transfer* data of

the sense amplifiers 3 to all the latches 2. respec-

tively-

s More practical circuits shown in Figs. 1 and 2

are shown in Figs. 1A, 2A and 2B. respectively.

Fig, 1A shows a part of the circuit shown in

Fig. i. In Fig. 1A, the same reference numerals

have been retained for the similar elements which

jo have the same functions as with the case shown in

Fig. i. The cell block 11 is composed of 128-units

of column blocks CBo to CBt27. and each column

block is composed of 8 columns. The two adjacent

column blocks CBj and CBj-i are arranged in sym-

ts metry in Fig. 1A. In more detail, the odd ordinal

number column blocks CBo. CB2. ... are arranged

as shown in Fig. 2B, and the even ordinal number

column blocks CBi , CB3. ... are arranged as shown

m Fig. 2A. To the respective column blocks CB
(

20 and CB^L the byte write mask block circuits 1) and

1i. t
arranged on both sides of the column blocks

are connected, respectively. The reason why the

byte write mask block circuit 1 is arranged on both

sides as shown in Fig. 1A is that since the size of

25 this circuit 1 is relatively large, it is difficult to

arrange this circuit only one side of the column

block. By the layout as described above, it is

possible to reduce the pattern area of the device.

To each byte write mask block circuit 1*. a select

30 signal CSU is applied from the column decoder 9

together with the signals .RB and WX applied from

the control circuit CC.

Fig. 2A shows the essential portion of the col-

umn block CBi shown in Fig. 1A, in which the

35 column block CBi is composed of 8 columns Co to

C7.

The read operation can be executed as follows:

For instance, when a word line WLo is activated,

data of the memory cell MC is read to the bit fines

40 BU and ;

BLo previously equalized by the equaliz-

ing means EQ0 . The read data is sensed and

further amplified by the sense amplifier (S/A) 3o.

The data sensed by the sense amplifier (S/A) 3o is

stored by a latch 2o via two switching transistors

45 To. The data of the latch 2o is transmitted to the

DQ data lines 4(00 ) and 4(0 i> via two transfer gates

Go. The above-mentioned switching transistors To

are turned on or off on the basis of the signal BX
f

applied by the byte write mask circuit It. The

50 above-mentioned transfer gates Go are turned on

or off on the basis of the select signal CSU ap-

• plied by the column decoder 9, - j ^ - «*«*s>j

The write operation is executed as follows: The

case where only data of the two column blocks

55 CBi and CB2 are rewritten will be described

hereinbelow. Two 8-bit data DGi and DG2 applied

from the external EXT are previously written in the

respective latches 2o to 2z, and 2o to 2; of the

4
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ihe L level, that is. when corresponding to the latch

to whtch data are being now transferred, since the

tranststors 23 and 22 are both turned on and the

transistor 21 is turned off. the status of the first

register circuit RCl is reset irrespective of the level

of the select signal CSL.

Through the above-mentioned operation, data

transfer is made on the basis of only the select

signal CSL selected before the transfer start time

point, and these latches 2 are reset to the non-

select status after the data transfer. Further, the

latches 2 selected during the transfer can transfer

data at the succeeding data transfer, so that it is

possible to guarantee the continuity of the data

write in the latches 2. Further, in the memory
initialization operation of resetting the first register

circuit RC1, the word transfer signal WX is

changed from the H level to the L level and then

returned to the H level. On the other hand, the

second register circuit RC2 receives the output of

the first register circuit CR1 and holds the received

output as the information for outputting the byte

transfer signal BX, during the period other than the

data transfer. Further, the first and second register

circuits RC1 and RC2 are disconnected from each

other during the data transfer period by the transis-

tor 26 on the basis of the word transfer signal /WX
applied to the gate thereof.

Further, the signal read byte RB inputted to

the gate of the transistor 32 is used to change the

byte transfer signal BX (as the data transfer control

signal) to the H level during the data transfer pe-

riod, irrespective of the status of the second regis-

ter circuit RC2.

In other words, the byte write mask circuit

block 1 comprises the first register circuit RCl for

storing the selection of a group of the latches 2.

and the second register circuit RC1 for holding the

status of the first register RC1 (connected to the

second register RC2 via the transistor (switching

element) 26) as the information for forming the

byte transfer signal BX. Therefore, when data are

transferred to the sense amplifiers 3, the first regis-

ter circuit RC1 is disconnected from the second
register circuit RC2 by this switching transistor 26,
so that the first register circuit RC1 can hold the

status selected during this disconnection period.

Further, the second register circuit RC2 can hold
the status of the first register circuit RC1 imme-
diately before data are transferred, to form the byte
transfer signal BX.

Through the operation as described above, it is

possible to eliminate the wasteful time related to

the high speed data access, thus enabling a high-

efficiency operation beyond the dynamic memory
device.

Fig. 4 is a detailed block diagram showing the

byte pair read decoder 8 for changing the selection

mode of the latches 2 by the column decoders 9.

As shown m Fig. 4. a select signal CSLn and a

signal read byte RB are inputted to an NOR circuit

34 through an AND circuit 33. A select signal

5 CSLn-1 is directly inputted to a NOR Circuit 34.

The output of the NOR circuit 34 is outputted as a

select signals CSL via an inverter circuit 35. In the

same way. a select signal CSLn + 1 and a signal

read byte RB are inputted to an NOR circuit 37
to through an AND circuit 36. A select signal CSLn is

directly inputted to a NOR circuit 37, The output of

the NOR circuit 37 is outputted as another select

signal CSL via an inverter circuit 38.

in other words, when byte data are read from
ts the cell block 1 1. it is possible to read two continu-

ous byte data from one cell block 11 by utilization

of the byte data lines 4 arranged on both sides of

the cell block 11. Further, when data written, it is of

course possible to write two byte continuous data

20 simultaneously in the same way.
As described above, the byte pair read de-

coder 8 is used to change-over the two-byte data

read/write to the ordinary one-byte data read/write

or vice versa.

25 Here, the one-byte mode and the two-byte

mode can be switched on the basis of the signal

RB (the inversion signal of the signal read byte

RB).

When the signal read byte RB is at the L level,

30 the select signal CSL is set to the H level even

when the succeeding column decoders 9 are se-

lected. When the column decoders 9 are selected,

two continuous select signals CSL are both at the

H level, so that two latches 2 can be selected.

as On the other hand, when the signal read byte

RB is at the H level, only the select signals CSL
corresponding to the respective column decoders 9

are at the H level.

As described above, in the memory device

40 according to the present invention, in the dynamic
memory, when data are stored temporarily by the

latches 2 and then transferred to and from the cell

block 11, the transfer gates inter-posed between
the cell block 1 1 and the' sense amplifiers 3 are

45 controlled independently for each group of at least

two latches 2. Further, the byte write mask circuit

blocks 1 for the above-mentioned control are ar-

ranged for each group of the latches 2. When the

data are transferred to the sense amplifiers 3, the

so data transfer can be executed only in the group of

the latches 2 in which data are written, but the data

transfer cannot be executed in the*' group of the

latches 2 in which data are not written by keeping

the transfer gates closed. By doing this, it is possi-

55 ble to improve the access speed of the dynamic

memory markedly.

Further, in the memory device according to the

present invention si: ce ih ) oyte data are inputted

6
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n series and further these byte data are transferred
to the ORAM ,n parallel at a time, it is poss.bie to
regard the latches 2 and the byte write mask circuit
blocks 11. etc. as a serial-parallel data transforming
circuit so constructed that the data outputs can be
controlled for each data block.

In other words, m the serial-parallel data trans-
forming circuit such that data are inputted in series
to the latches 2 corresponding to each data group
<n series and further these data of the latches 2 are
outputted simultaneously for data transfer, the con-
struction is such that the transfer gates are pro-
vided to output parallel data in such a way that the
transfer gates can be controlled independently for
each group of a plurality of latches 2 and further
the byte write mask circuit block i for this control
is provided for each group of the latches 2. There-
fore, when the parallel data are outputted. the data
transfer is controlled in such a way that data are
transferred to and from only the group of the
latches 2 to which data have been written, and data
are not transferred to and from only the group of
the latches 2 to which data have not been written
The above-mentioned function can be regarded as
mat only the latches 2 to which data are inputted in
series can function the serial-parallel data trans-
forming circuit.

In the construction as described above since
me data transfer efficiency can be improved mar-
kedly m the serial-parallel data transforming circuit
when this construction is applied to the dynamic
memory device, it is possible to increase the data
transfer speed markedly.

As described above, in the DRAM of the type
such that the SRAM is interposed to transfer data
at h,gh speed to and from the memory cells con-
tinuously during the data transfer period in the
memory device according to the present invention
since only any determined data can be transferred
to and from the memory cells, it is possible to
reah2e a high speed access in the DRAM.

In the memory device according to the present
invention, since data are outputted from only the
latch arcuits (to wh.ch data have been written) and
then transferred to the sense amplifier circuits it is

possible to eliminate the data write of the latch
circuits corresponding to the bits (to which no data
write are necessary), thus realizing the high speed
access. Further, in the serial-parallel data trans-
forming circuit according to the present invention
since data of only the latch circuits (to wh.ch serial
data are written) are parallel transformed and then
outputted, the transforming efficiency can be in-
creased.

20

2S

30

35

2.

50

4,

Claims

1. A memory device comprising:

at least one memory block (11) having a
plurality of memory cells arranged into roughly
a matrix pattern, a column group being formed
by a predetermined number of columns;

a plurality of sense amplifiers (3) each
provided for each of the columns:

a plurality of latches (2) each provided for
each of said sense amplifiers (3). data being
transferred between each of said latches (2)
and corresponding each of said sense amplifi-
ers (3), a latch group being formed by a pre-
determined number of said latches (2), the
latch group corresponding one-to-one to the
column group;

a column decoder (9) for outputting a col-
umn group select signal (CSL) to select a
predetermined number of the latch groups, ex-
ternal data being written only in the selected
iatch groups; and

a plurality of write mask circuits (1) each
for storing the latch groups in which data have
been written and for enabling data Written in
the selected latch groups to.be transferred to
said corresponding sense amplifiers (3).

The memory device of claim 1, wherein a
transfer gate (T) is connected between each of
said sense amplifiers (3) and each of said
latches (2), a transfer gate group being formed
by a predetermined number of the transfer
gates (T), each of the transfer gate groups
corresponding to each of the latch groups, and
each of said write mask circuit (I) turning
on/off each of said transfer gate groups.

The memory device of claim I or 2. wherein
each of said latches (2) is connected to each
of data lines (4) to transfer data to and from
the outside, gating means (G) being connected
between each of said latches (2) and each of
the data lines (4) to turn on/off interconnection
between each of said latches (2) and each of
the data lines (4), a gating means group being
formed by a predetermined number of said
gating moans (G), and each of said gating
means group being selectively turned on by
said column decoder (9).

The memory device of claim 1 or 2. which
further comprise plural column group simulta-
neous accessing means (8) for receiving the
column group select signal given by said col-
umn decoder (9) and for outputting another
select signal to select a predetermined number
of column groups adjacent to the column

7
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i

group corresponding to the received column

group select signal, so that whenever the col-

umn group select signal for selecting a column

group is outputted by said column decoder, a

predetermined number of column groups adja-

cent to the selected column group being ac-

cessed simultaneously,

5. The memory device of claim 1 . wherein when

receiving the column group select signal (CSL)

given by said column decoder (9), said plural

column group simultaneous accessing means

(8) selects one column group adjacent to the

column group corresponding to the received

column group select signal (CSL) to enable

simultaneous access to the two column

groups.

6. The memory device of claim 5. wherein said

plural column group simultaneous accessing

group (8) is a column group pair read decoder.

7. The memory device of claim 5. wherem satd

plural column group simultaneous accessing

group (8) is a column group pair write decoder.

8. The memory device of claim 5. wherein said

plural column group simultaneous accessing

group (8) is a column group pair read/write

decoder.

9. The memory device of claim 1 ,3,4 or

5 .wherein said write mask circuit (1) com-

prises;

a first register circuit (RC1). when the latch

group corresponding thereto is selected and

thereby data are written, for storing the selec-

tion at a selected time point;

a second register circuit (RC2) connected

in series to said first register circuit (CR1) via a

switching element (26), for storing the informa-

tion stored in said first register (RCt) as in-

formation for generating a signal for controlling

the transfer gate (T);

when data is transferred from said latch (2)

to said sense amplifier (3), the switching ele-

ment (26) being turned off to disconnect said

first register circuit (CR1) from said second

register circuit (CR2), while keeping the selec-

tion of the latch group under this disconnected

status stored in said first register circuit; and

data stored in said first register circuit

(CR1) immediately before the data transfer be-

ing outputted to said second register circuit

(CR2) as the information for generating the

signal for controlling the transfer gate (T).

10. The memory device of claim 1.2.3.4 or

S.wherem said memory cell block (11) is ar-

ranged m middle of the device: said sense

amplifiers (3}, said latches (2) and said write

5 mask circuits (1) are arranged in sequence on

both sides of said block (i 1) so as to sandwich

said block in symmetrical positional relation-

ship with respect to each other: and satd col-

umn decoder (9) is arranged outside of one of

w said write mask circuits (1).

11. The memory device of claim 10. wherein said

two or more memory cell blocks are provided;

said column decoder (9) is arranged in middle

/s between said two memory cell blocks (11, 11):

and said write mask circuits (1), said latches

(2) and said sense amplifiers (3) are arranged

in sequence on both sides of said column

decoder (9) so as to sandwich said column

20 decoder (9).

12. A serial-parallel data transforming circuit, com-

prising:

serial data inputting means (4,'G) for re-

25 ceiving external serial data;

latching means having a plurality of

latches (2) for latching each of the serial data,

a predetermined number of said latches (2)

constituting a plurality of latch groups, respec-

30 tively for outputting data latched by a plurality

of said latches (2) as parallel data therefrom;

a plurality of data transfer gates (T) each

provided at an output terminal of each of said

latches (2); and

35 transfer masking means for selecting any

of said latch groups, writing the serial data in

the latches of the selected latch group, and

turning on said data transfer gates (T) cor-

responding to the latch group in which data

40 have been written to output the parallel data

therefrom while keeping closed said data

transfer gates (T) corresponding to the latch

group in which data have been not written.

45 13. A method for writing data to a memory device

having a plurality of column lines each having

memory celts (MC), a sense amplifier (3), a

first gate (T), a latch (2). a second gate (G) and

a DQ line (4) connected thereto, comprising:'

so first step of writing data from the OG line

(9) to the latch (2) corresponding to the OQ
line (9) by turning on the second gate {QJ'on

the basis of a CSL signal outputted from a

column decoder (9) and r';ring in a mask

55 means (1) column : ocatio.i corresponding to

the column line connected to the latch (2) in

which the data is written;

second :-tep 3f scvivu'irc; a word line (WL)

8 GSI011583
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I

to transfer data stored m the memory cell (MC)
to the column line <BL) connected to the sense
amplifier:

f

third step of turning on only the first gate
(T) connected to the written latch (2) and not
turning on the first gates (T) connected to
unwritten latch (2) on the basis of a signal (BX)
outputted from the mask means M); and

fourth step of activating the sense amplifier
(3).

wherein the data from the DQ line (4) , s
written only .n the memory cell (MC) corre-
sponding to the written latch (2) and the data
read from the remaining memory calls (MC)
are rewritten so as not to destory the data
stored therein.

to
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type ceil blocks (11); sense amplifiers (3) for sensing

data of the cell blocks (1 1); latches (2) for storing data;

data transfer gates for transferring data between the
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data from the latches (2) to the sense amplifiers (3).

Therefore, when data are required to be written in the

cell blocks 1 1 . since only the necessary data are written

in the latches (2). it is possible to eliminate wasteful data

write to the latches (2), thus enabling a high speed data

transfer to the cell blocks (11).
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